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Introduction

Based on a breakthrough in unifying eastern and western neuroscience, naturopathic 
theory now explains ALS, ALS Reversals documented by Duke Neurology, and methods 
for duplicating Reversals.  While “applied science” and the general public ignore 
anomalies (incongruousness like ALS Reversals) because they are rare and seem 
inconsequential, “theoretical science” focuses on anomalies because investigating them 
promotes most scientific breakthroughs.  Eminent biologist William Bateson is famous 
for the classic science adage directing scientists to “treasure exceptions because they 
teach the general rule.”  Unfortunately, ALS researchers predominately ignore 
Reversals or challenge their credibility because they are confusing; Reversals are 
based on an array of unconventional therapies and researchers do not know where to 
begin investigating them.  Theoretical science research is far more difficult than applied 
science research that investigates ALS based on accepted science (established tools) 
in hopes that small incremental advances will promote a better general understanding.  
The funding of medical science research also supports applied science through specific 
research grants rather than supporting theoretical science with grants for brainstorming 
hypotheses about Reversals.  Regardless, Reversals deserve full consideration; Duke 
Medical School is a well-established conservative institution that is validating them and 
science theory implores the focus.  Consistently, NINDS Director Dr. Gubitz supports an 
expanded investigation of ALS Reversals; it is unfortunate that researchers are not 
following standard science protocols.  It is unscientific that Dr. Bedlack is the only 
researcher investigating Reversals and further unscientific that no one is investigating 
his critically important assertion that reduced stress (“a positive attitude”) is causing 
them.1 

The “mental health” of reduced stress promoting the physical health of ALS Reversals is 
a paradox for western medical science that investigates them separately. Astonishingly, 
a new naturopathic theory based on unifying eastern and western neuroscience 
explains the paradox of “mental health” impacting physical health.  Natural Science 
Therapy for ALS is a function of a classical paradigm shift in understanding natural 
science theory from a predominately western perspective to a unified eastern and 
western neuroscience perspective (that’s explained through a short, linked thesis).  
Eastern medical science is more integrative of “mental health” theory; a perspective of 
ALS inclusive of eastern neuroscience is more understanding of the power of stress to 
impact health.  Unifying the natural sciences and neurosciences provides important 
insights into a new paradigm of health care that understands the central power of stress 
to cause health problems.  Separating mental and physical health is culturally accepted 



western science that unfortunately obscures an understanding of their interaction.  
Natural Science Therapy is a paradigm shift to better natural science theory but is 
difficult to understand from a western medical perspective; it is difficult to understand 
social influences that skew science theory.  Popular neuroscience theory is a classical 
paradigm; it is a complete world view supported by terms with interrelated connotations 
and contexts that reinforce the status quo.2   Although unifying eastern and western 
neuroscience is a function of a different perspective of basic accepted natural science 
theory, it is nevertheless difficult to imagine an entirely different world view.  Western 
scientists have difficulty accepting unified neuroscience because they identify strongly 
with their western culture and foundational science, but they are not criticizing it 
because it is basic accepted natural science theory. 

Natural Science Therapy for ALS explains ALS as “somaticized stress” and ALS 
Reversals as reversed symptoms from reduced stress (“a positive attitude”).  ALS 
symptoms are currently understood as horrifically pathological — a terrifying biological 
malfunction; understanding symptoms as natural somaticized stress reduces the stress 
driving symptoms and thereby reverse symptoms.  Explaining ALS as somaticized 
stress may seem absurd from a western medical perspective because Natural Science 
Therapy is based on a far more inclusive understanding of stress.  It is difficult to 
suspend belief in the “conventional wisdom” of a massive quantity of complex, 
ambiguous and disjointed information about ALS to consider a unified naturopathic 
perspective of documented Reversals.  Over the course of their lives, humans are 
socialized into developing “instincts” about health that typically serve them well; we 
learn to “read” our bodies.  Unfortunately, learned western “instincts” generally mislead 
ALS sufferers into believing that their symptoms are a biological failing and that stress 
cannot possibly have enough power to cause their ALS muscle problems.  
Understanding ALS as somaticized stress may be especially difficult for ALS sufferers 
after a diagnosis affirms well-established fears about muscle problems that doctors only 
eventually affirm.  But separating mental and physical health obscures a wide myriad of 
medical maladies; Natural Science Therapy explains the power of conscious and 
subconscious stress to cause the ALS syndrome. 

This treatment is a function of human rationality — the ability to understand ALS and 
Reversals (ALS anomalies) from a pure natural science perspective.  ALS Reversals 
express reduced stress; they are extremely rare because it is rare that anyone with an 
ALS diagnosis can truly experience stress reduction or a sustained positive mental 
attitude.  The predominance of ALS sufferers facing the dreaded disease with “a positive 
attitude” are concealing their real fears to relieve the fears of others; an ALS diagnosis 
is naturally isolating and depressing.  Treating ALS with a naturopathic “brain exercise” 
may initially sound like an outlandish con but the science is real and there will never be 
compensation sought for this treatment.  ALS symptoms are somaticized stress that can 
be reversed with the reduced stress of understanding the real natural science of stress, 
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the misdirection of conventional ALS research science, and a comprehensive 
explanation of Reversals. 

Section One of Natural Science Therapy for ALS identifies and explains the common 
element of the therapies promoting ALS symptom reversals documented by Duke 
Neurology through ALSreversals.com.  This initial section affirms and explains Dr. 
Bedlack’s mystifying assertion that a positive mental attitude (reduced stress) reverses 
ALS symptoms.  Section Two explains the naturopathic theory of what seems absurd — 
ALS Reversals based on reduced stress.  This section explains a true natural science 
perspective of ALS and stress (“stress” is herein broadly construed to describe negative 
emotions; emotional distress, strain, or tension).3  Section Three moves from the brain 
science of ALS somaticized stress to explaining the misdirection of conventional 
research science.  ALS research science has constructed an entire world built upon a 
faulty premise of ALS being a biological malfunction; this section deconstructs this 
western conventional wisdom.  Thereafter, Section Four through Section Six explain 
how to reverse ALS symptoms based on pure natural science theory explaining the 
common thread of ALS Reversals.  These three sections explain ALS in terms of three 
different types of natural, stress-induced muscle problems, and explain methods for 
reversing each.  Section Four explains how to reverse ALS muscle tension problems 
with cramping and twitching; Section Five explains how to reverse ALS muscle 
weakness problems (“limb onset ALS” type symptoms); and Section Six explains how to 
reverse ALS muscle coordination and movement problems (“bulbar onset ALS” type 
symptoms).  The Conclusion to Natural Science Therapy for ALS reviews this free 
breakthrough naturopathic treatment. 

(Since Natural Science Therapy for ALS is a naturopathic brain exercise and not a food, 
nor drug, nor invasive, it is FDA approved by definition.  Our safe alternative treatment 
is offered as a complementary therapy to reduce skepticism and promote peace of mind 
during trials consistent with its focus on stress reduction.  Moreover, testing this 
treatment in conjunction with all conventional medical therapies will promote trials by 
reducing barriers.  Thus the disclaimer at the bottom of the homepage is true: this 
therapy program is not intended to substitute for professional medical advice.)

  

Section One: Assessing Documented ALS Reversals

After documenting (60) ALS Reversals, Dr. Bedlack has the astonishingly correct 
impression that reduced stress (“a positive attitude”) reverses ALS symptoms.1  While 
there were at least ten documented cases of ALS Reversals prior to Dr. Bedlack 
investigating them, Dr. Bedlack is the first to follow science protocols that focus on 
them.4  A few people with the terrifying prognosis have thereafter experienced reduced 
stress for a wide variety of unusual reasons and subsequently reversed their symptoms; 
most Reversals appear to be full recoveries.  Dr. Bedlack speculates about whether the 
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positive attitude is prior to diagnosis or following symptom reversal but fails to consider 
the rare instances of reducing stress after an ALS diagnosis (before symptom reversal). 
Reversals are as rare as the ability to feel genuine sustained stress reduction with an 
ALS diagnosis rather than faking a positive attitude to comfort loved ones.  Dr. Bedlack 
advocates that reduced stress is the common element of ALS Reversals but cannot 
understand this attribution because researchers do not understand the science/ 
neuroscience of stress (broadly construed). 

Dr. Bedlack began studying Reversals after confronting a paradox: a quadriplegic ALS 
sufferer (Nelda Buss) fully documented her disease and complete recovery that she 
attributed to “healing energy” (reduced stress).” 5  Dr. Bedlack does not understand how 
regular sessions with a charming “confidence man” (including some hands on physical 
therapy) reduced stress for Ms. Buss.  Consistently, the other fifty-nine documented ALS 
Reversals similarly credit reduced stress (a positive attitude) for promoting symptom 
reversal.  Most Reversals further credit their reduced stress to some form of 
unconventional therapy with only a few attributing the reduced stress to conventional 
therapies that subsequently lost support.6,7,8,9  While all ALS Reversals attribute their 
success to reduced stress, most attribute their reduced stress to personalized 
“functional medicine”,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17.18,19 philosophical spirituality,20,21,22,23,24,25 or theological 
spirituality.26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33  (Unfortunately, only a few of the Reversals have been identified 
by Dr. Bedlack beyond Nelda Buss so references are included based on their apparent 
credibility.  Please contact us through the homepage link if you believe that any of our 
references lack credibility.)

Although all ALS Reversals are based on the reduced stress of atypical personal 
histories, Evy McDonald’s story of reversing her ALS symptoms best explains this 
common denominator.34  Evy McDonald was dying from ALS when she decided to shed 
bitterness about her past and her prognosis, and embrace a love for humanity at the 
end of her life.  During her “final days” as a quadriplegic ALS patient, Evy happily 
embraced community service over the phone, but to her surprise, her symptoms slowly 
began reversing until full recovery.34  The common denominator of the therapies 
attributed to ALS Reversals is experiencing reduced stress in the face of the ghastly 
prognosis.  ALS Reversals are rare instances of ALS sufferers experiencing sustained 
reduced stress for a wide variety of unusual reasons, and Evy’s story proves it. 

Dr. Bedlack is following conventional science protocols by researching Reversals but his 
focus on mimicking the AIDS vaccine model has promoted little progress and he is 
beginning to seek greater complexity.  Dr. Bedlack is now turning to Australian scientists 
for more abstract science to address Reversals.35   Unfortunately, this is consistent with 
conventional western neuroscience research that is more comfortable with complexity 
and complex science than with seeking simplicity and simple hypotheses consistent 
with elemental natural science theory.  Following natural science theory that seeks 
simpler explanations of the environment is difficult when the drive for unique doctoral 
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theses pushes research into complexity — investigating obscure details.  Natural 
science theory seeks simplicity while western research science is increasingly 
comfortable with complexity (and is now envisioning ALS as an umbrella term for a 
multitude of genetic and environmental subtypes).  Dr. Bedlack is not thinking “outside 
the box” of complexity to follow true natural science theory that seeks parsimony 
(Occam’s razor, simplicity) — the most basic principle of science.  A naturopathic 
perspective of a unified natural science explains ALS as somaticized stress rather than 
a terrifying disease and Reversals as expressing reduced stress. 

The stories of ALS Reversals describe reduced stress reversing symptoms but also 
describe stress initiating ALS symptoms.  ALS sufferers leading numerous ALS 
organizations describe unusual stress preceding initial symptom onset: McFinn Lovere 
(EverythingALS.org) was experiencing financial ruin; Brian Wallach (IAMALS.org), Ed 
Rapp (AnswerALS.org) and Gwen Petersen (HerALSstory.org) were transitioning to 
new, high-pressure jobs; and Eric Stevens (AxeALS.org) was transitioning to married 
life.  Consistently, initial symptoms of ALS often directly express problems with stress 
relief: Lovere’s ALS symptoms started with hand muscles central to abating financial 
ruin, Wallach’s symptoms started in hand muscles central to typing for employment, 
Rapp’s symptoms started in leg muscles that previously provided stress relief through 
jogging, and Stevens’ symptoms started in upper body muscles central to financially 
supporting his new family as a firefighter.  Moreover, ALS sufferers have regularly 
identified stress from emotional trauma as “triggering” their ALS,36,37 although these 
reports are generally ignored by doctors because they contradict the established 
disease narrative.36  Natural Science Therapy contends that ALS is somaticized stress: 
stress causes ALS muscle problems and reduced stress reverses the symptoms. 

ALS is somaticized stress defined similarly to “somatic symptom disorder” by the Mayo 
Clinic: “Somatic symptom disorder is characterized by an extreme focus on physical 
symptoms — such as pain or fatigue (or weakness) — that causes major emotional 
distress and problems functioning...  You often think the worst about your symptoms and 
frequently seek medical care, continuing to search for an explanation even when other 
serious conditions have been excluded. Health concerns may become such a central 
focus of your life that it's hard to function, sometimes leading to disability.” 38  The 
definition of ALS is identical to the definition of somatic symptom disorder except for a 
single omitted sentence that addresses how the “reaction to the symptoms is not 
normal.”  The false assumption of ALS being a biological malfunction obscures the 
reality of natural somaticized stress. 

ALS research science is not following standard science protocols that focus on 
anomalies like ALS Reversals for breakthroughs; instead, researchers predominately 
ignore or disparage Reversals in defense of their own research.  Although reduced 
stress reversing symptoms may make little sense to ALS researchers, science theory 
implores a focus on these ALS anomalies.  Consistent with NINDS Director Dr. Gubitz’s 
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advocacy, Reversal research deserves far more consideration and resources.  The 
western medical science investigation into ALS provides a massive quantity of complex, 
ambiguous and disjointed support for conventional theory, but our naturopathic 
explanation is comprehensive.  Natural Science Therapy for ALS advocates duplicating 
documented symptom reversal success through the reduced stress of understanding 
ALS as natural somaticized stress rather than symptomatic of a terrifying disease. 

Section Two: A Unified Natural Science Perspective of ALS

Natural Science Therapy for ALS advocates that current medical science theory does 
not understand the power of stress (broadly construed) to affect physical health.  ALS 
symptoms are somaticized stress that worsens through misunderstanding the 
symptoms as expressing a ghastly biological malfunction.  Conventional wisdom 
assumes ALS expresses a terrifying disease, and without a better explanation, the 
stress causing symptoms increases and thereby worsening symptoms.  In contrast, this 
naturopathic thesis contends that it is the natural emotional distress of a terrifying ALS 
prognosis of slow paralysis to suffocation that kills most ALS sufferers within five years.  
A “glass coffin” describes the terror of living with ALS but hardly addresses the typically 
constant emotional pain and suffering that withers; stress kills far beyond heart attacks. 

The somaticized stress of the ALS syndrome is an increasingly accepted health problem 
of emotional distress expressed as a physical medical malady.  Somaticized stress 
commonly references heart attacks, headaches, digestion problems, and high blood 
pressure but the list is becoming extensive and should include ALS.  Stress is a broad 
over-reaching problem for health; western health care fails to understand the power of 
stress to impact a wide myriad of medical maladies.  Natural Science Therapy 
advocates that ALS is part of an entire class of medical maladies increasingly suspected 
of being somaticized stress — caused by stress and reversed with reduced stress.  
Natural Science Therapy advocates that stress is a major health problem beyond the 
muscular system; it causes problems for the nervous system, respiratory system, 
circulatory system, digestive system, and integumentary system.  Stress causes most 
problems with heart disease, strokes, brain aneurysms, seizures, brain aneurysms, 
ulcers, migraines, chronic pain (including fibromyalgia), tinnitus, aphasia, primary visual 
agnosia, stress skin rashes, Telogen effluvium (hair loss), dysuria (frequent urinating), 
stuttering, diaphoresis (excessive sweating), Crohn's disease, and asthma (to name a 
few).  Stress also causes most “mental health” problems including problems with 
anxiety and depression.  Scientific reductionism implores consideration of whether ALS 
is part of a multitude of medical maladies widely considered to be somaticized stress — 
caused by stress and reversed with reduced stress.  Elemental science theory implores 
a focus on commonality of symptoms rather than a focus on differentiating between 
them; seeking commonality is reductionist — the goal of science.  Based on 
breakthrough naturopathic theory, Natural Science Therapy contends that stress is an 
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overriding problem for health and that conventional neuroscience research fails to 
understand the power of stress to impact health.

Natural Science Therapy for ALS advocates that symptoms are understandable in terms 
of three different types of natural muscular expressions of somaticized stress: stress-
induced muscle tension, stress-induced muscle weakness, and stress-induced muscle 
coordination and movement problems.  Understanding how ALS muscle weakness 
naturally expresses stress is central to understanding all three categories of ALS 
symptoms.  Sensing muscle exertion while feeling stressed naturally produces related/ 
associated feelings of aversion and weakness.  Stress causes negative feelings that are 
naturally understood (interpreted) as weakness when associated with efforts to activate 
muscles (and can compound over time).  Emotions affect personal perspectives of the 
world: stress negatively impacts a world view.  Consistent with how moods differ after an 
unusually exhausting workday compared to after a good night’s sleep, stress colors our 
perception of our experiences.  In contrast to confidence that promotes related/ 
associated feelings of strength, stress and fear promote related feelings of weakness.  
The power of stress to affect perception is directly related to the intensity of the stress, 
and few experiences (besides an ALS diagnosis) can elicit as much stress as 
unexplained ALS symptoms. 

Stress initially causes muscles to produce less power rather than have less capability; 
unfortunately for ALS sufferers, it is human nature to reduce activity of muscles 
considered diseased.  ALS muscle weakness initially expresses stress but thereafter 
also expresses the natural weakness of inactive muscles from reduced activity 
(extended rest, “favoring” them).  All body tissues atrophy from disuse; when ALS 
sufferers reduce use/activity of muscles considered pathologically weak from ALS, they 
naturally promote atrophy in muscle tissue and related messaging motor neurons.  ALS 
research identifies both muscle tissue and related nervous tissue atrophy, and since 
muscle tissue is otherwise proven healthy, conventional wisdom assumes that 
malfunctioning motor neurons are causing both symptoms.  In contrast, Natural Science 
Therapy contends that ALS is natural somaticized stress and that “ALS neural 
diagnostic biomarkers” identify natural nervous tissue atrophy from reduced muscle 
activity.  Resting ALS weak muscles might have short-term logic to conserve body 
energy if ALS was a disease like cancer but inactive muscles naturally promote muscle 
weakness, and naturally atrophy.  It is astonishingly unfortunate that medical science 
focuses on ALS symptoms as pathological while ignoring basic, accepted health care 
protocols that address health problems caused by inactivity.  ALS muscle weakness 
expresses stress and human nature that reduces activity of muscles considered 
pathologically weak until the muscles and their related messaging neurons naturally 
atrophy. 

The stress that initiates and sustains ALS is substantially environmental; this confuses 
ALS research science because stress is not understood as an environmental “toxin” or 
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“pathogen.”  Nevertheless, consistent with environmental toxins and only consistent with 
environmental toxins, environmental stress has caused numerous epidemics of ALS.  
Most notably, an epidemic of ALS raged for a couple decades after WWII on Guam; until 
recently, “Guamanian ALS” lingered as a basic classification of ALS together with 
“Familial ALS” and “Sporadic ALS.”  Newer epidemics of ALS have been documented 
near Mascoma Lake in New Hampshire,39 in the French Alps,40 at Kelly Air Force Base41 
and more generally in the military,42,43 among Italian soccer players44 and NFL players.45  
More importantly, an epidemic of conjugal ALS in southeastern France narrows toxins to 
different specific households and therefore clearly implies environmental stress as 
causation.46  Although the different environments of ALS epidemics have been 
exhaustively investigated and have discouraged researchers, epidemiological and 
etiological investigations are wrong to discount ALS epidemics (and label them “hot 
spots” or “clusters”).  Accepted science theory advocates that epidemics prove 
environmental etiology; ALS research science should be focusing on the environmental 
toxin of stress. 

Understanding ALS as somaticized stress explains two important areas of ALS 
research: the widely varying rate of ALS symptom progression (from under six months 
to well over a decade) and trends in ALS diagnoses.  Natural Science Therapy explains 
ALS as a natural expression of stress; consistently, the rate of ALS symptom 
progression is a direct function of the intensity of personal stress.  The intensity of 
stress experienced from an ALS diagnosis differs with personal perspectives about 
issues like the value of living and living with increasing disabilities, the circumstances of 
care and quality of life, the acceptance of personal hygiene care managed by others, 
and the financial impact of ALS care on others.  Thus my athletic friend (Ron Adams) 
who was the kind of person tormented by the thought of bankrupting his family with his 
ALS care, died within six months of diagnosis.  If the stress is extreme from trauma, 
ALS kills “rapidly.” 36  Conversely and consistent with reduced stress reversing ALS 
symptoms, less stress also slows or stops the progression of ALS symptoms.  Since 
actively addressing the horrific disease generally promotes a more positive attitude, ALS 
generally progresses much slower for ALS activists.  And if a person becomes the most 
loved scientist in the world while an ALS quadriplegic (think Stephen Hawkings), the 
related positive attitude can stop disease progression for decades.  While the intensity 
of stress affects the rate of symptom progression, trends of ALS diagnoses reflect the 
social (environmental) nature of stress.  ALS disproportionately affects the military 41,42,43 
and athletes44,45 because physical ailments are generally more stressful for those who 
disproportionately identify with their physical skills (and rely more upon them).  Natural 
Science Therapy explains the rate of ALS symptom progression as a function of 
personal stress and trends in diagnoses as functions of environmental stress.  

Stress causing ALS may seem absurd to western medicine that considers stress to be a 
“mental health” issue, but less so to eastern medicine.  Eastern medicine better 
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understands that stress directly impacts health; eastern doctors often ethically delay 
fatal prognoses assuming that the related stress will hasten outcomes.  Western 
medicine lags far behind eastern medicine in understanding the impact of conscious 
and subconscious stress on health, but it is evolving.  The number of US doctors of 
osteopathic medicine (addressing stress and “mental health” far more than traditional 
medical doctors) has increased radically in recent years. Nevertheless, western medical 
science is slow to understand the critical impact of stress on health; it is also slow to 
accept the importance of including an eastern medical science perspective in health 
care.  The short, linked thesis Unifying Eastern and Western Neuroscience provides 
scientific support for this naturopathic program. 

Natural Science Therapy for ALS explains documented Reversals and methods for 
duplicating their success through breakthrough naturopathic theory based on a true 
natural science perspective of symptoms — “hard science.”  Natural Science Therapy 
contends that conventional ALS research science does not understand the power of 
stress to cause health problems.  It is natural (normal) to feel stress from stressful 
experiences and stressful life circumstances in our stressful society, and natural 
(normal) to feel weak when stressed: somaticized stress is natural.  In the near future, 
there will be a cultural awakening to health care theory that falsely promotes a 
Pollyanna perspective of personal and environmental stress.  This program implores the 
reader to suspend belief in an entire western world of complex, ambiguous and 
disjointed conventional wisdom about ALS and consider a naturopathic brain exercise 
based on rational thinking and real natural science.  (Healthy skepticism about this 
treatment is addressed through a homepage link.)  Natural Science Therapy is a 
comprehensive explanation of ALS symptoms as natural expressions of stress that can 
be reversed through the reduced stress of understanding them as natural rather than 
ghastly pathological.

Section Three: Assessing Conventional ALS Research Science

Scientists investigate anomalies like ALS Reversals for breakthroughs but ALS 
researchers find Reversals incoherent (like all anomalies until understood) so they 
disparage them.  Unlike the HIV anomalies of “elite controllers” that evidenced the 
genetics based therapy of the AIDS vaccine, therapies attributed to Reversals do not 
evidence genetic etiology.  ALS Reversals have no common genetic defect; instead, Dr. 
Bedlack correctly assesses that reduced stress (“a positive attitude”) is the common 
element.  ALS Reversals confuse western medical science because researchers do not 
understand the science of stress and consider the investigation of stress to be a “mental 
health” issue rather than addressing it directly.  Since stress is considered a “mental 
health” problem rather than a physical health problem, even Dr. Bedlack is hesitant to 
investigate his own assertion about what is causing Reversals.  Consistently, ALS 
researchers are predominately comfortable ignoring Reversals, doubting their 
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legitimacy, or considering them “mimics.” 47  While other diseases may have some 
common symptoms, there are no diseases that mimic ALS and include progressing to 
near death and then reversing to full health.  ALS research science has documented 
Reversals and the principal investigator’s assertion about what is causing them but no 
one is following conventional science protocols by investigating.  Reversals are ALS 
anomalies that implore investigation; anomalies appearing incoherent should be the 
assumption rather than a criticism. 

Without a naturopathic understanding of the power of stress to cause health problems, 
ALS research science is “heading down the wrong path.”  Researchers understand that 
healthy muscle tissue is dying from atrophy and thereby falsely assume a biological 
malfunctioning of nervous tissue messaging.  While this may seem like a logical 
assumption, assumptions can be especially problematic in research science.  The ALS 
syndrome is assumed to be a biological malfunction so although it presents as natural 
atrophy, researchers can only imagine a malfunctioning of the natural process.  ALS 
research science pathologizes natural expressions of stress and natural reactions to 
pathologized symptoms of stress based solely on symptoms and eliminating certifiable 
diseases.47  Conventional wisdom about ALS supports cultural expectations with a 
massive quantity of complex, ambiguous and disjointed information but this naturopathic 
treatment is comprehensive. 

Although only 5-10% of ALS is attributed to genetic etiology, the conventional wisdom of 
ALS research focuses on genetics and correlating specific mutated genes with ALS.  
But as a classic science adage attests, “correlation does not imply (prove) causation”: 
mutated genes are correlated with ALS but do not cause it.  ALS researchers assume 
ALS is be a biological failing and thereby assume that mutated genes affecting the 
functions of one of the multiple failing neural pathways is causing the failure.  Based on 
the false assumption of biological disease, researchers began locating families with 
histories of unusually high incidences of ALS and scanning their DNA looking for 
mutated genes impacting a failed ALS neural pathway.  In the nineties, ALS researchers 
began identifying familial patterns of mutated genes affecting one of the failing neural 
pathway and describing the mutated genes as etiology.  During the subsequent thirty 
years, researchers have identified twenty more mutated genes affecting failing neural 
pathways from the most common ones to less and less common ones.  Unfortunately, 
identifying mutated genes with ALS often promotes the syndrome in family members 
through a a “self-fulfilling prophecy” based on a natural fear of the disease.  While drugs 
addressing mutated genes in a failing neural pathway may temporarily strengthen the 
related pathway and extend life a few months, current drug therapies are not addressing 
ALS etiology.  ALS genetic investigations are discovering less and less impactful 
correlations among a small minority of sufferers but researchers continue to believe that 
ALS is significantly genetic in origin.

ALS genetic research is based on an erroneous assumption of biological malfunctioning 
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while unified natural science theory explains ALS symptoms as natural somaticized 
stress.  Stress naturally causes ALS muscle tension problems, ALS muscle weakness 
and ALS muscle coordination problems; there is no underlying biological malfunctioning. 
Consistently, there are no diagnostic neural biomarkers for ALS during initial symptom 
onset because there is no underlying biological disease.  ALS biomarkers document 
natural neuronal atrophy and the atypical situation of multiple neuronal functions failing 
simultaneously. 48  The failure of multiple neural pathways simultaneously 
(neuroinflammation, oxidated stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, and disrupted 
intracellular transport and autophagy) describes natural neuronal death and not a 
biological failing.  Consistently, it is problematic that ALS research science investigates 
each of the multiple pathways separately without addressing the critical question of how 
they relate.49  The six FDA approved drug therapies may extend life for a couple more 
months of ALS misery but are not addressing ALS etiology.  The long history of failures 
of broadly heralded ALS trials has caused frustration for many researchers with some 
contending that the bar for successful ALS trials has been lowered in response.50,51,52  
Consistently, EU standards are higher for the acceptance of drug therapies: Rituzole is 
the only drug therapy currently authorized for ALS in Europe.  Natural Science Therapy 
for ALS explains the unusual simultaneous failure of multiple neural pathways while 
conventional research does not address this significant confusion.  Electromyography 
can document motor neuron degeneration and death with “ALS neural biomarkers” but 
cannot identify etiology. 

Natural Science Therapy advocates that ALS sufferers should challenge conventional 
western medical wisdom about ALS with rational thinking and logical deductions from 
accepted natural science theory.  Natural Science Therapy contends that ALS 
symptoms are somaticized stress that are reversible through the reduced stress of 
understanding them as natural rather than ghastly pathological.  A western medical 
perspective creates an entire world of complex, ambiguous, disjointed science upon the 
false premise of ALS being a biological failing but this naturopathic explanation is 
comprehensive.  Natural Science Therapy explains three categories of muscle problems 
as natural expressions of stress: ALS muscle tension problems with cramping and 
twitching, ALS muscle weakness problems (“limb onset ALS” symptoms), and ALS 
muscle coordination problems (“bulbar onset ALS” symptoms).  Based on a pure natural 
science foundation for understanding how stress causes muscle problems, the following 
three sections explain the three types of ALS symptoms and methods for reversing 
each.

Section Four: Reversing ALS Muscle Tension Problems

ALS research science should follow conventional science protocols with ALS muscle 
tension problems and investigate Dr. Bedlack’s assertion that reduced stress (a positive 
attitude) somehow reverses ALS symptoms.  Our naturopathic therapy advocates that 
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the emotional tension of conscious and subconscious stress naturally causes muscle 
tension that naturally causes muscle fatigue that naturally causes cramping, twitching 
(fasciculation), and a short range of motion.  Medical science understands cramping 
and twitching from muscle fatigue as somaticized stress; it is accepted as natural and 
common until the problem is allowed to persist and worsen unabated whereupon it is 
pathologized.  Medical science considers cramping and twitching as natural from 
muscle fatigue related to over-exertion but hardly considers muscle fatigue from 
stationary muscle tension caused by stress.  This is problematic because muscles 
fatigue far more easily from static exertion (tension) than active exertion (movement) 
where muscles are flexing through a range of motion.  Unfortunately, consistent with a 
medical science understanding that muscle tension following muscle strains hinders 
recovery time, muscle tension from continuing stress perpetuates cramping and 
twitching.  Unusually frequent, intense and uncomfortable muscle cramping and 
twitching express the natural emotional tension of somaticized stress — not 
malfunctioning biology.

Miserable ALS cramping and twitching muscles express muscle fatigue; while heating 
pads and muscle relaxants may assist, stress reduction should be the primary medical 
recommendation.  Stress naturally causes ALS muscle tension that naturally causes 
cramping and twitching; they are reversed with reduced stress especially from 
understanding them as natural rather than ghastly pathological; regular stretching and 
full range of motion activity assist. 

Eastern medicine better understands the medicinal value of stress reduction and 
stretching, and frequently prescribes naturopathic therapies that promote relaxation and 
stretching.  Eastern medicine has advocated relaxation therapy in the form of hot baths 
and meditation for well over a millennium.  Relaxation therapy is valuable for addressing 
stress; relaxation therapy includes meditation, yoga, hot baths and spas, sweat lodges 
and saunas, massages, progressive muscle relaxation and deep breathing techniques, 
Tai Chi, Qigong, acupuncture and hypnosis.  Relaxation therapy and stretching are 
therapeutic for muscle tension problems; western medicine would be wise to be more 
respectful and inclusive of eastern medicine. 

Among ALS muscle tension problems, hand cramps are often easy to explain as natural 
somaticized stress especially for ALS sufferers who work with their hands (including 
writing, typing and woodworking).  Working with hands while stressed or intensely 
focused obscures awareness of muscle tension that causes fatigue; relaxation and 
stretching should be an obvious medical recommendation.  Consistent with hand 
cramps, tripping is also often easy to explain with naturally tight muscles: as people age 
and their leg muscles get tighter and weaker, the habitual effort to clear obstacles needs 
readjustment.  Instead of identifying tripping from tight and/or aging muscles as 
symptomatic of a biological disease, it should instead serve as a reminder to “pick up 
your feet”, and stretch and exercise regularly. 
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ALS muscle tension problems with cramping and twitching are physical expressions of 
stress that are reversed with reduced stress especially from understanding them as 
natural.  Unfortunately, understanding cramping and twitching is difficult in a medical 
science environment that addresses stress as a “mental health” problem separate from 
physical health.  Scientific truth is empowering: our naturopathic therapy advocates 
embracing human rationality to understand ALS as natural somaticized stress and 
thereby reduce the stress driving symptoms.  ALS muscle tension problems with 
cramping and twitching are somaticized stress reversed with reduced stress; regular 
stretching and relaxation therapy are helpful. 

Section Five: Reversing ALS Muscle Weakness Problems

Besides pathologizing natural, stress-induced muscle tension problems, ALS also 
pathologizes the somaticized stress of ALS muscle weakness (consistent with “limb 
onset ALS”).  Sensing muscle exertion while feeling stressed promotes related feelings 
of weakness; stressful thoughts are aversive and understood as weakness when 
stimulating muscles to activity.  Stress initially causes muscles to function poorly without 
reduced physical capability; unfortunately, it is human nature to reduce the use of 
muscles when sensing a pathological problem.  ALS muscle weakness initially 
expresses stress but thereafter also expresses the natural weakness of inactive 
muscles.  ALS research science assumes ALS muscle weakness expresses biological 
malfunctioning while ignoring the reduced muscle activity that naturally weakens all 
muscles.  ALS researchers are generally focused on an assumed biological disease 
without considering whether ALS symptoms promote inactivity that naturally causes 
related muscle and nervous tissue atrophy.  When addressing the scourge of ALS, 
doctors forget the medical science mantra of “use it or loose it”; ALS neuronal 
biomarkers document “disuse atrophy” — a failure of functional medicine.  Moreover, 
associating stress with an area of the body strengthens related neural pathways and 
thereby naturally reinforces negative sensations.  ALS muscle weakness is reversed 
with reduced stress especially from understanding symptoms as natural rather than 
terrifyingly pathological. 

ALS muscle weakness is reversed with reduced stress and assisted by consciously 
resisting the tendency to rest muscles falsely considered biologically diseased.  It is 
unfortunate that the fear of pathological ALS muscle weakness naturally promotes 
reduced muscle usage/activity; creating a different response of physical activity is 
therapeutic.  Sensations of ALS muscle weakness promotes a natural reaction of 
reduced activity; human rationality should override this problematic human nature for 
ALS sufferers. 

The main prescription for ALS muscle weakness should be stress reduction to promote 
physical activity but an exercise program may also be helpful.  Unfortunately, ALS 
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muscle weakness can cause activity and exercise to feel overwhelmingly difficult 
because the feelings of weakness are real regardless of the lack of an underlying 
biological malfunctioning.  If it is not increasingly stressful, pushing through with 
exercise can be valuable consistent with the basic principles of functional medicine.  
Physical therapists generally focus on health problems caused by inactivity so they can 
be valuable assets in establishing habitual exercise programs supported by ALS 
physicians.  ALS doctors generally value exercise for health but worry that overexertion 
harms the body’s ability to fight ALS symptoms because they consider ALS a disease 
like cancer.  Physical therapists can be especially valuable in promoting physical activity 
and safe exercise programs without setbacks while alleviating physician concerns about 
exhaustion.53,54,55,56 

While general health is often “heart health”, symptoms of ALS muscle weakness may be 
directly addressed with targeted exercises.  Conventional ALS research science 
generally advocates that strengthening exercises are either beneficial for ALS sufferers 
or not harmful as long as the exercise is not extreme or exhausting (or tears 
muscles).53,54,55,56  Strengthening exercises can be valuable in rebuilding strength in 
muscles considered pathologically weak and thereby promote confidence in our therapy 
program through reversing concerning symptoms.  While the sensation of ALS muscle 
weakness may linger, objective evidence of ALS weak muscles becoming stronger 
should evidence a therapeutic lack of underlying biological disease.  If it is not 
increasingly stressful, Natural Science Therapy generally advocates short, intense 
exercise “spurts” to rehabilitate weakening ALS muscle groups (starting gradually).  An 
“exercise spurt” is herein defined as exercise lasting only a few seconds after stretching 
for a couple seconds.  Physical therapists should alleviate physician concerns about 
habitual programs of frequent strengthening exercise spurts straining muscles or 
harming “core body energy.”  The principal investigator may have additional suggestions 
that trial participants may consider while designing physical activity and exercise habits 
supported by their physical therapists. 

In our social world, it can be difficult to challenge conventional western medical science 
and accept the real brain science of stress especially when feeling stressed, but 
scientific truth is empowering.  Our naturopathic therapy advocates embracing human 
rationality to reverse ALS muscle weakness through understanding symptoms as 
natural somaticized stress rather than terrifyingly pathological.  This is consistent with 
documented ALS Reversals experiencing a wide variety of rare, unusual experiences of 
reduced stress and thereby reversing their symptoms.  ALS muscle weakness is 
somaticized stress reversable with reduced stress; being active, exercising (unless it 
increases stress), relaxation therapy and stretching are helpful.

Section Six: Reversing ALS Muscle Coordination and Movement Problems
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Besides pathologizing natural, stress-induced muscle tension and muscle weakness 
problems, ALS also pathologizes the somaticized stress of ALS muscle coordination 
and movement problems.  While ALS muscle weakness expresses somaticized stress 
related to perceptions of muscle strength, ALS muscle coordination and movement 
problems express stress affecting behavior.  Stress affects behavior: it distracts from a 
subconscious “train of thought” and thereby causes problems with any well-coordinated 
movement.  Some “bulbar onset ALS” symptoms directly express stress with facial 
expressions considered pathological because of a poor cultural understanding of the 
frequency and intensity of community stress.  Other bulbar symptoms express stress 
related speech problems; word selection, formation, articulation, and volume all function 
“normally” through subconscious thinking and function poorly when distracted by stress. 
Stress naturally causes speech problems with its dominating influence; it is a 
subconscious distraction that causes strained, garbled, slurred, and/or measured 
speech.  Unfortunately, the somaticized stress of ALS muscle coordination and 
movement problems worsens with the additional stress of being considered terrifyingly 
pathological.

Well-coordinated behaviors are directed by subconscious thinking through “mindless 
intent” without mindfulness about how specific muscles flex to produce specific 
behaviors.57  Basic coordinated behaviors including balance, swallowing, walking, 
buttoning shirts, hand writing, and grasping objects are all habitual behaviors produced 
by subconscious trains of thought that can be distracted and/or interrupted by stress.  
Balance is an especially subconscious behavior since neural information about balance 
is channeled through the limbic system rather than directly into the cerebral cortex.  
Thus, fear of falling causes balance problems from stressful distractions that 
mindfulness cannot remedy.  Swallowing is another predominately subconscious 
behavior learned during infancy that is generally produced with mindless intent; 
unfortunately, any normal discomfort while stressed can become a problematic negative 
focus.  Consistent with speech and balancing, mindfulness cannot promote “normal” 
swallowing.  Moreover, tripping can be a movement problem as well as a tight muscle 
problem; clearing objects and a normal gait require coordinated movements that can 
easily be distracted by stress.  Furthermore, a normal subconscious grip on objects can 
easily be distracted by stress and cause problems maintaining a grasp.  (Conversely, in 
contrast to distracted behavior, great athletic performances of fine motor skills are often 
described as “unconscious” referencing subconscious thinking uninterrupted by 
mindfulness.)  ALS movement and coordination problems are somaticized stress; they 
express stressful distractions from subconscious thinking that mindfulness cannot 
remedy.

To promote fluid body movements, ALS sufferers should understand that behaviors 
learned during infancy were relagated to subconscious thinking though mindless intent 
and that mindfulness cannot produce fluid body movement.  ALS sufferers should seek 
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to return to behavior based on mindless intent while trying to ignore stressful 
distractions.  ALS sufferers should consider promoting mindless intent with (safe) “active 
play”; entertainment can “distract from stressful distractions” for better movement 
coordination at any activity level.  Combining music with movement consistent with 
abstract dance may also promote distracting from stressful distractions.  A virtual reality 
headset may further be valuable in distracting from stress especially the substantial 
stress of witnessing one’s own “diseased” movements.  Witnessing personal 
coordination problems deemed pathological often becomes a distressful focus that 
worsens symptoms.  The principal investigator may have helpful suggestions about 
promoting mindless intent as well as general ideas about addressing ALS coordination 
and movement problems. 

In a social world that assumes stress is a “mental health” issue separate from brain 
science, it can be difficult to understand the hard science of stress and its impact on 
behavior.  But scientific truth is empowering: our naturopathic program advocates 
embracing human rationality and reversing ALS muscle coordination and movement 
problems with the reduced stress of understanding the real science of somaticized 
stress.  Understanding ALS behavior problems as natural rather than ghastly 
pathological will reduce the stress driving symptoms.  As stress abates and symptoms 
lose their stressful connection to a dreadful lethal disease, more fluid movement will 
slowly reestablish.  This is consistent with documented ALS Reversals who 
reestablished normal movement and muscle coordination with reduced stress based on 
a wide variety of unusual personal experiences.  ALS coordination and movement 
problems are somaticized stress reversed with reduced stress; distracting from stress 
and relaxation therapy are helpful. 

Conclusion

In the near future, there will be a cultural awakening to western health care theory that 
promotes a Pollyanna perspective of environmental stress and its impact on health.  
Naturopathic theory now explains ALS symptoms as somaticized stress and 
documented Reversals as reversing symptoms with reduced stress (“a positive 
attitude”).  ALS research science pathologizes natural expressions of conscious and 
subconscious stress and natural reactions to pathologized symptoms of stress based 
solely on symptoms and eliminating certifiable diseases.43  Current “diagnostic ALS 
biomarkers” are correlated with ALS symptoms but do not prove causation consistent 
with the old science adage that “correlation does not imply (prove) causation.”  In 
contrast, epidemics prove environmental stress causes ALS symptoms and 
investigations of Reversals imply that reduced stress reverses symptoms.  Natural 
Science Therapy for ALS explains how stress naturally promotes feelings of weakness 
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and other ALS symptoms based on true natural science — “hard science.”  Moreover, 
basic natural science theory implores a research focus on the commonality of ALS 
symptoms in contrast to popular ALS research science that focuses on differentiating 
between symptoms.  For those with a basic understanding of the life sciences, a short 
linked thesis unifies eastern and western neuroscience for better foundational science 
theory.  Natural Science Therapy explains the ALS syndrome as somaticized stress and 
Reversals as expressing reduced stress consistent with Dr. Bedlack and Duke 
Neurology’s assessment of Reversals.

Natural Science Therapy for ALS explains methods for reversing the three types of 
stress-induced ALS muscle symptoms: 1) muscle tension problems with cramping and 
twitching, 2) muscle weakness problems consistent with limb onset ALS, and 3) muscle 
coordination and movement problems consistent with bulbar onset ALS.  First, ALS 
muscle tension problems are reversed with reduced stress (a positive attitude) 
especially from understanding them as natural expressions of stress (rather than 
symptoms of a ghastly biological failing); stretching and relaxation therapy are helpful.  
Second, ALS muscle weakness problems are reversed with reduced stress especially 
from understanding the sensations as natural (rather than symptoms of a horrific 
biological disease); being active, exercising (unless it increases stress), relaxation 
therapy and stretching are helpful.  Lastly, ALS muscle coordination and movement 
problems are reversed with reduced stress especially from understanding them as 
natural; seeking “mindless intent” and “distracting from stress” are helpful (as well as 
relaxation therapy and stretching).  While the neural pathways that associate stress with 
specific ALS symptoms may become well-established and cause symptoms to linger, 
symptoms will abate without stress driving them.  The three different types of ALS 
symptoms are somaticized stress affecting muscles; they are reversed with reduced 
stress especially from understanding them as natural. 

(Note: This treatment focuses on stress reduction but also supports functional medicine 
practices concerning diet, rest, and as much exercise as comfortable.)

Natural Science Therapy for ALS may initially be difficult to understand from a western 
medical perspective but accepted science theory implores a focus on Reversals and 
unified natural science theory explains them.  Our free, complementary naturopathic 
treatment is a comprehensive explanation of the ALS syndrome, ALS Reversals, and 
methods for duplicating Reversal; it is based on hard science and deserves testing.   
Consistently, this website seeks volunteers who value science, logic, and rational 
thinking to coach through trials.  Since our program is a brain exercise, it is FDA 
approved by definition; it is safe and complementary to all other ALS therapies as 
explained in the protocols link.  And since Natural Science Therapy supports “healthy 
scientific skepticism”, logical concerns about an unconventional therapy are addressed 
through the skepticism link.  If you are interested in more information about the real 
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science of ALS and ALS Reversals, this ALS treatment, or free coaching through our 
therapy program, please let us know through the contact link. 

Let’s Beat ALS... Now! 
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